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History 
  Early work in USA and Europe 

  Not compatible with UAIS 

  First UAIS AIS AtoN was “Akari-400” 
  Launched at IALA Sydney, 8 years ago 
  Used “controlled” Class-A AIS unit 

  RATDMA only 
  M-21 
  M-6 
  M-8 

  DGPS option 
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The AIS AtoN Unit Today 
  Uses purpose-designed board set 

  To minimise size and power drain 

  Meets IEC test standard IEC-62320-2 
  More functionality than the early units 

  FATDMA or RATDMA 

  Packaging 
  Stand-alone AIS AtoN 
  Or integrated into lantern 
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Physical Realisation 

Stand-alone AIS 
AtoN 

 Existing buoys 
 Met-hydro station 
 Offshore energy 

 Easy connection 
of met-hydro 
sensors 
 Retrofitting  

Buoy lantern with 
AIS AtoN 

 New or existing 
buoys 
 Wide divergence 
lantern 

 Easy to install 
 IALA wide 
divergence 
guideline 

Beacon lantern 
with AIS AtoN 

 Solar beacons 
 Mains beacons 

 Easy to install 
 Minimum exposed 
cabling 
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Current Uses 
  Navigation 

  M-21 

  AtoN monitoring 
  M-6 

  Meteorological-
hydrological messages 
  M-8 
  To IMO SN Circ. 236 

  May 2004 
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Potential of the AIS AtoN 
  Navigation 
  Environmental data 
  AtoN status data to shipping 
  Vessel surveillance 

  Virtual AIS AtoN 
  Primarily for navigation 
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Navigation – Benefits 
  Long range, day or night 
  Unambiguous position data 

  Name and position carried in M-21 

  AtoN status indication 
  Off-position flag 
  Lantern status can be included in M-21 
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Navigation - Future 
  Multiple GNSS receivers 

  Accuracy 
  Reliability 

  Broadcast DGPS corrections via M-17 
  For shipping in the vicinity 

  Special applications for Inland waterways 
  Current profile data near locks and turns 
  Air draft at bridges 
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Future - AtoN Status Advice to 
Shipping 

  IEC-62320-2 redefined the “bits for regional 
use” 
  Became “AtoN status” bits (More useful) 

  So M-21 now can include AtoN status data for 
the AIS AtoN location 

  The IEC standard allows for pages of data 
  Future expansion 

  This could be a basis for AtoN status data to 
shipping 
  Another could be by binary message 
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Future - AtoN Status Monitoring 

  AIS Message 6 
  Any format is possible 
  But IALA Recommendation A-126 suggests 

standard formats  
  M-6 likely to continue in use 

  When detailed data is required 
  Few messages per day - light load on VDL 

  For basic monitoring, place data within M-21 
  May suit many authorities 
  “Keep it simple” 
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Future - AtoN Control 
  The open nature of AIS could be a concern 
  But new AIS messages now allow encryption 

of data 
  Secure way of controlling AtoN signals 

  Port control lights 
  Fog signals 

  Automatic switch-on of visual AtoN 
  Triggered by any ship’s AIS unit within range 
  Or by specific MMSIs 
  e.g. High Speed Craft 
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Future - Environmental Data 
Broadcast 

  First extensive system was installed in Malaysia 
  Still probably the most extensive AIS met-hydro 

network 
  Uses IMO SN Circ 236 format for M-8 

  Work by USCG AIS Transmit Group and IMO 
Correspondence Group 
  Concluded at IMO NAV-55 2009 
  Flexible met-hydro messages 
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Future - Vessel Surveillance 
  Remotely-sited AIS AtoN units 

  Beyond the range of AIS base stations 
  Recording and storing vessel data 

  Forwarding to shore 
  By AIS “chaining” or satellite 

  Timed operation could achieve traffic 
“snapshots” 
  And reduce average power drain 

  May assist SAR capability in  
 remote areas 
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Harmonisation of Binary 
Messages 

  IMO NAV-55 defined new binaries 
  Including polygons for defining areas 

  e.g. to be avoided, sensitive, new wreck, etc. 

  IALA will keep a record of other  
(regional) binary messages 
  And encourage standardisation 
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Virtual AIS AtoN 
  IALA Workshop on Virtual AIS AtoN 

  January 2010 

  Likely increasing use of Virtual AtoN 
  To mark a point, line, area 
  AIS AtoN and AIS base stations will broadcast 

these messages 
  Initially 
  Other broadcast methods are envisaged 

  But AIS exists and the NAV-55 messages are 
defined 
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Bridge Displays 
  Varying levels of shipboard equipment fit 

  From MKD to IBS 

  Ships’ bridge systems may need upgrading 
  Software for newer vessels 
  Hardware for older ones 

  IMO generally does not require retrofit to 
meet latest IMO rules 
  So some ships afloat today may  
 never benefit from full AIS functionality 
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Displays – Latest Rules 
  Radar - IMO MSC.192(79) and IEC62388 

  Required to display AIS targets, including AIS AtoN. 
  Symbols according to IMO SN/Circ.243 

  ECDIS – IMO MSC.232(82) and IEC 61174 
  Not required to be linked to AIS 
  But allowed and sometimes is … 
  IEC 61174 clause 4.8 and 6.7.1 

  Symbols from IEC 62288: real and virtual AIS AtoN 

  But display of NAV-55 messages may require bridge 
upgrade 
  Hardware or software  
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Benefits for the Shipping 
Industry 

  Benefits for shipping will derive from 
  Enhanced safety 
  Enhanced efficiency 

  Derived from better knowledge of  
  The latest navigational information 
  Meteorological and hydrological real-time 

data 
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Conclusions 
  Met-hydro data broadcasts may become the 

most important AIS AtoN application 
  Potential of “NAV-55 binary messages”  

  Including real time Virtual AtoN 
  M-21 will displace Racons 

  Position integrity provided by multiple GNSS 

  Bridge upgrade speed will determine benefits 
to shipping 
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End 

  Thank you 

  Michael Card 


